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Introduction

Red Team **goal**: design and implement attacks to adequately test developed cyber defense functionality

Comprehensive list of cyberattacks for power distribution grid → very large range of possibilities

**Assumptions and requirements** defined and discussed with the project team → **limit scope** focusing on what is relevant

Methodology for proper definition of attacks

At this point, Red Team information is shared with the whole team
Assumptions

- Test Scope and Testbed Capabilities
- Power Grid Architecture
- Key Performance Indicators
- Attack Definition
Assumptions

• Test Scope and Testbed Capabilities
  • All tests are based on capabilities of PyCIGAR tool
  • Functional simulation (doesn’t include computational systems and network communication)
• Attacks
  • Changes in functional behavior
  • Manipulations of data exchange
• Time resolution: 1s (quasi-steady state simulation)
Assumptions

• Test Scope and Testbed Capabilities

Legend:
- Power connection
- Data connection
- Cyberattack
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Assumptions

• Power Grid Architecture
  • Initially using standard models
    • IEEE-37
    • IEEE-240 (IOWA-240)
  • NRECA models based on coop utilities
  • Only devices which can be used in quasi-steady state simulation
Assumptions

• Key Performance Indicators
  • What should a successful attack achieve?
    • Tier 1
      • Power delivery disruption
      • Instability (oscillation)
      • Imbalance
    • Tier 2
      • Equipment useful life degradation
      • Power quality degradation
  • Pending means for assessment/quantification
Assumptions

• Attack Definition
  • Pre-defined parameter set
  • Immediate impact in the system
    • Even for equipment useful life
  • Some attacks are out of scope
    • Switching off circuit
    • Adversarial machine learning (training)
Attack Budget

- Quantification of the effort or resources needed or available to execute an attack on a specific system, device, or component
- **Attack cost** has three layers
  - Exposure\(^1\) (low, medium, high)
  - Exploitability\(^1\) (low, medium, high)
  - The Attack (effort or skills needed for success)
- Type of attacker defines **attack budget and applicable layers**
  - Unskilled hacker or “script kiddie”
  - Skilled hacker
  - Security researcher / penetration tester
  - Malicious user (normal and privileged)
  - Nation state or malicious corporation sponsored attack

Pending means for assessment/quantification

1. Adapted from The Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) - Access Vector and Access Complexity
Attack Categories

- Component Level
  - Attacks aiming at device functionality
  - Inverter, controller, breaker, protection devices, loads
- System Level
  - Attacks aiming at system level behavior
- Communication
  - Attacks at data exchange
- ML Controller (double-check with Dan)
  - Attacks specifically focused on the ML controller

Attack Categories

MITRE, ATT&CK for Industrial Control Systems

Legend:
- Budget – Exposure + Exploitability
- Budget – Attack + Exploitability
- Actual Attack
- Tier 1 Impact
- Tier 2 Impact
- Achievable with additional info/assumptions
Other Aspects of Attack Definition

Attack Vector Implementation
• Manual Analysis
• RL-based automation/optimization (based on PyCIGAR)

Listing of envisioned attack vectors

Take into consideration specific battery operation use cases from utilities
• T&D Deferral
• Peak Shaving
• Backup Power / Grid Expansion
Conclusion and Future Work

- Assumptions and methodology for definition of attacks are almost done
  - Pending aspects will be discussed/defined right after workshop
- Preparation of report detailing Red Team approach (deliverable 12/31/2020)
- After report, start work towards:
  - Analysis of actual systems (pending definition)
  - Implementation of attacks (familiarize with PyCIGAR, analyze models when available and implement attacks)
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